Step Up Summer Party Style with Flojos® Sandals
Women’s Wedges Sparkle at Summer Celebrations and Events

As summer temperatures start to spike, what a woman needs is a go-to shoe that can stand the
heat, and still stand up to dress codes for events like graduation parties, Memorial Day and 4th of July
celebrations, weddings and even office days.
Flojos has her covered with a slew of sandal styles appropriate for the hot months ahead and
designed with just the right touch of sophistication to enhance outfits
for any occasion.
Ladies will fall head over heels for the Amour, a simple, refined
sandal with a sliver wedge, a slight metallic sheen and a subtly heartshaped beaded charm at the toe (pictured right). Available in bronze,
black, platinum or blueberry, the sweetheart sandal of summer is a
steal at $38 (MSRP).
Make a statement at summer events with the Sylvia (pictured
right, MSRP: $42), in black, cognac or white. A sliver-wedge sandal
with a circular center vamp and wide straps, the Sylvia is highlighted
by a large, round golden medallion with curving swirls cut out of it—a
flashy and feminine accent for summer outfits.
In a period of shorter hem lines and glowing, bronzed skin, the
nude-colored Jana sandal, (pictured at right in “cognac”; also available
in black and coffee; MSRP: $41), fits in perfectly while helping to
elongate legs in the season’s best minis and shifts. Meanwhile, a
smooth, soft sock, contoured sole and significant 2.25-inch wedge keep
feet comfortable at long graduation ceremonies, weddings and other
summer affairs.
Recognized nationwide as one of the top beach sandal manufacturers, Flojos is a name
synonymous with fashion, comfort and style. The 2013 Flojos line includes numerous sandal, shoe and
boot styles for men, women, children and toddlers, and can be found nationwide in chain stores, surf
shops, specialty stores and fashion boutiques, or online at www.flojos.com. Media interested in a catalog,
samples, high-res images or more information may contact Stephanie at On the Horizon
Communications: Stephanie@thepressroom.com or call (805) 773-1000.

